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• Exam Trends in the COVID Environment

• Common Deficiencies

• Recent Focus Areas

• What to Expect When it is Your Turn for an Examination
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Exam Trends in the COVID Environment - General

• Continued Remote Examinations (fairly consistent with decrease in onsite time seen in years leading 

to COVID)

• Under Gensler administration, increasing signs of significant expansion in scope of SEC exams 

of private fund managers (we have started to see cover periods up to 5 years and initial document 

request lists comprising of 90+ items, while providing fund managers fairly limited time to produce 

voluminous documentation (e.g., 10-14 days). 

• SEC’s scrutiny, with increasing frequency, may extend to periods prior to registration (especially 

for relatively new registrants) and/or activities that occurred outside the SEC exam period (e.g., to 

ensure investment advisers managed conflicts appropriately prior to becoming SEC-registered).

• Deeper dives and Increased duration of exams (we are consistently seeing SEC examiners willing to 

dig deeper into issues both in focused and broader-scope exams relative to the prior SEC administration. 

As a result, exams on average are taking longer to close out. Additionally, while risk assessment 

interviews continue to be an important tool-kit in examiners’ risk assessments, we are seeing significantly 

more independent verification of statements/claims made in these interviews.)
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Exam Trends in the COVID Environment - EERT

• The SEC’s 2021 Priorities reflect the Division of Examinations’ (EXAMS) goal of proactively monitoring and 

engaging with registrants on risks flowing from emerging market events (including those triggered or 

otherwise influenced directly or indirectly by the COVID-19 pandemic), including “the widespread 

compromise of commonly used network management software” (i.e., increase in cybersecurity attacks) 

and the market impact of “meme stocks.” 

• To address these challenges, the 2021 Priorities highlight the creation of the Event and Emerging Risks 

Examination Team (EERT) (in July 2020), which is responsible for proactively engaging with registrants 

and market participants about current market events and emerging threats with the goal of ensuring that 

firms are prepared to address “exigent threats, incidents, and emerging risks.” 

• The EERT also works with EXAMS staff to provide expertise and support in response to significant market 

events (including those directly or indirectly relating to the COVID pandemic) that could have a systemic 

impact or that place investor assets at risk. 
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Exam Trends in the COVID Environment – Valuations

Increased Focus on Valuations of Illiquid Assets

• Shift in valuation methodology application (e.g., in post-COVID era, private markets firms are increasingly relying 

on public company comparable data in assessing portfolio company valuations and SEC is examining whether 

such shifts are being implemented in a consistent manner)

• Adequacy of documentation: Valuation packets and review / approval process

• Look-Back testing (especially in light of a significant proportion of portfolio company exit values falling short of pre-

exit valuations marketed/reported to investors/prospects)

• Projected valuations (especially in light of a competitive fundraising environment where managers are under 

pressure to portray their investments in the best possible light)

• Quality and timeliness of reporting to investors (SEC focused on whether delays in reporting or reporting 

incomplete information in quarterly/other periodic valuation packets sent to investors indicative of COVID-

related/other stress at portfolio companies that could have a material impact on investors)
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Common Deficiencies – Fees & Expenses

Deficiencies cited that related to fees and expenses included the following: 

• Allocation of fees and expenses that caused investors to overpay expenses: 

o Advisers failed to allocate shared expenses (e.g., broken-deal, due diligence, annual meeting, consultants, 
insurance costs, etc.) consistent with disclosures or policies and procedures

o Advisers charged clients for expenses that were not permitted by the relevant fund operating agreements 
(e.g., adviser-related expenses such as regulatory filings, compliance, office expenses, etc.)

o Advisers failed to comply with contractual limits on certain expenses charged to investors

o Advisers failed to follow their own travel and entertainment policies

o Advisers failed to disclose/get investor consent for out-of-the-ordinary travel expenses such as first class 

travel, private jet travel or late-night travel from office to home.

• Affiliated Vendors:

o Advisers did not adequately disclose fee arrangements relating to affiliated vendors 

o Advisers did not undertake market surveys to assess whether the fees charged by affiliated 

vendors are in line with applicable market rates.
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Common Deficiencies – ESG

• Portfolio management practices that are inconsistent with disclosures about ESG approaches

• Controls that are inadequate to maintain, monitor, and update clients’ ESG-related investing guidelines, 

mandates, and restrictions

• Proxy voting practices that are inconsistent with advisers’ stated approaches

• Unsubstantiated or otherwise potentially misleading claims regarding ESG approaches

• Misleading claims relating to adherence to global ESG standards such as UN-sponsored principles for 

responsible investment (UNPRI)

• Inadequate controls to ensure that ESG-related disclosures and marketing are consistent with the firm’s 

practices

For additional details, please refer to the SEC’s April 2021 risk alert on common ESG-related 

compliance deficiencies available at: https://www.sec.gov/files/esg-risk-alert.pdf
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Common Deficiencies – Private Funds

• Conflicts related to allocations of investments

• Conflicts related to multiple clients investing in the same portfolio company at different tiers of the company’s 

capital structure

• Conflicts related to financial relationships between investors or clients and the adviser

• Conflicts related to preferential liquidity rights

• Conflicts related to private fund adviser interests in recommended investments

• Conflicts relating co-investments

• Conflicts relating to service providers 

• Conflicts relating to fund restructurings and extensions (including continuation funds)

• Conflicts relating to cross trades and warehousing transactions

• Failure to adequately monitor interactions with expert networks and senior management at public companies

For additional details relating to common SEC exam deficiencies unique to private funds, please see: 

https://www.sec.gov/files/Private%20Fund%20Risk%20Alert_0.pdf
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Common Deficiencies – Custody Rule

• Failure to undertake annual audits of private funds, and deliver fund audited financial statements to 

investors on a timely basis

• Failure to comply with surprise audit requirements (e.g., audits that were not “surprise” in nature)

• Failure to used PCAOB-registered auditors

• Failure to undertake final audits upon liquidation

• Commingling clients’ and advisers’ assets into one custodial account

• Failure to have reasonable basis for believing that custodian sends quarterly account statements to 

clients

• Failure to undertake comprehensive consolidated audits of private funds (e.g., scope of audit does not 

encompass all private fund structures such as SPVs, AIVs, blockers and intermediate funds)

• Improperly acquiring physical possession of client assets, such as securities certificates

• Failure to promptly return to sender checks from third parties made out to clients
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Recent Focus Areas –Marketing

• Misleading/Incorrectly Calculated Performance Results

• Use of Targeted/Projected Performance Figures without Adequate Basis and Backup to Substantiate the 

Reasonableness of Such Figures

• Inconsistent Content Across Marketing Materials (Tearsheets, Pitchbooks, PPMs, DDQ responses, etc.)

• Cherry-Picked Profitable Investments

• Carve-outs from Fund/Composite Performance Figures without Appropriate Disclosures

• Failure to Disclose Material Impact of Longer Term Borrowing Under Credit Lines on Fund IRRs

• Stating Opinions as if they were Facts and Fluff Language

• Significant Increase in Focus on Compliance with Rules 506(b) and 506(c) (under Regulation D)
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Recent Focus Areas – Digital Assets
• On February 26, 2021, EXAMS released a Risk Alert highlighting areas of concern found by the Division in its 

examinations of investment advisers and broker-dealers investing and dealing in digital assets that are securities 

(Digital Asset Securities).

• The observations noted in the Risk Alert are based upon recent examinations of registrants and are designed to 

assist firms in developing and enhancing their compliance practices. The Risk Alert is also intended to provide 

transparency about the future areas of focus in EXAMS’ examinations of Digital Asset Securities advisers, broker-

dealers, national securities exchanges, and transfer agents.

• The Risk Alert in many ways builds upon the Digital Asset Securities focus announced by the Division in its 2021 

Examination Priorities, which ACA summarized here. 

• The Risk Alert focuses, in relevant part, on the following key risk areas relating to investment advisers:

– Portfolio Management

– Books and Records

– Custody

– Disclosure

– Valuations

– SEC Registration Issues
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Recent Focus Areas – Alternative Data

• Since the release of the 2021 Examination Priorities, ACA has observed an increasing number of examinations of 

private fund managers that have either a sole or added focus on their use of alternative data providers. One area of 

focus during those exams is whether the manager’s compliance department is involved in the initial diligence of 

alternative data providers and the onboarding process. The SEC staff is inquiring into how areas of concern, or “red 

flags”, are identified during the diligence process and what steps managers are following when either resolving 

them or electing to decline the vendor.

• Following the onboarding of the alternative data vendor, the SEC exam team members are typically requesting 

information concerning how the data is being used as part of the investment decision-making process and, in some 

cases, whether managers can attribute profit and loss to specific data sets.

• Certain types of alternative data appear to be subject to more scrutiny. For example, web scraping and the 

manager’s associated policies for those practices, whether internally performed or purchased from third parties, are 

generally a topic covered during exams. 

• Finally, the exams generally inquire about the ongoing diligence of alternative data vendors, including the cadence 

and formality of periodic reviews, in addition to the involvement of compliance personnel when monitoring the use 

of those vendors on an ongoing basis.
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Recent Focus Areas - ESG

• In its examination priorities for 2021, the SEC’s Division of Examination stated that the SEC exam staff will review the 

consistency and adequacy of disclosures regarding ESG strategies to determine whether the processes and practices 

match such disclosures, along with any related marketing of such strategies, to assess whether they align and are 

consistent with the ESG strategies claimed by the manager. To the extent an investment adviser claims to consider ESG 

factors as part of its investment due diligence or investment monitoring processes, the adviser should be able to show 

documentation supporting its ESG efforts. Compliance officers should ensure that the implementation of any ESG-related 

claims are adequately documented in their respective firms’ investment due diligence memos and records of ongoing ESG-

related monitoring and that these firms can demonstrate compliance with their ESG policies and procedures. For 

additional details, please see: https://www.acaglobal.com/insights/sec-turns-watchful-eye-

esg?utm_medium=email&utm_source=pardot&utm_cam

• Since 2019, several investment advisers have been subject to ESG-focused SEC exams and received extensive ESG-

focused document request lists. These document request lists demonstrate that the SEC is continuing to undertake a deep 

dive into managers’ ESG practices, including a focus on what managers are disclosing/marketing to investors/prospects 

versus actual practices; what internal policies and procedures managers have adopted and whether they are following 

them; and where managers are claiming compliance with industry standards, whether they are complying with such 

standards. For additional details, please see: https://www.acaglobal.com/insights/sec-keeps-esg-momentum-

release-risk-alert. 

www.investmentadviser.org 13

Recent SEC Focus – BCP and Cybersecurity

• Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the SEC’s examination staff has undertaken detailed enquiries about SEC-

registered firms’ business continuity planning (BCP) implementation efforts and handling of cybersecurity risks in the contex t of 

COVID-19. During the course of these exams, we have seen the SEC ask various detailed questions and request 

documentation relating to these topics (including oversight and due diligence relating to vendors, managing relevant risks 

relating to personnel working remotely, and how firms have responded to cybersecurity breaches and ransomware attacks). For 

ACA’s continuing coverage of, and regulatory insights into, the BCP/cybersecurity space, please see: 

https://www.acaglobal.com/insights/cybersecurity-and-risk

• In early February 2022, the SEC proposed new rules relating to how SEC-registered investment advisers and registered funds 

manage, document and disclose cybersecurity-related risks.  These rules are intended to address the lack of consistent and 

robust cybersecurity risk management practices, inadequate or non-existent disclosures to investors on cybersecurity incidents 

and the lack of SEC reporting requirements in this area. Under the proposed rules, all SEC-registered investment advisers and 

registered funds must: 

➢ Implement reasonably designed written cybersecurity policies and procedures , which at a minimum must address: risk assessments,

user security access, information protection, threat and vulnerability management, and cyber incident response and recovery. Firms 

must also prepare annual review reports addressing the effectiveness and implementation of these policies and procedures. 

Additional layers of oversight from board of directors for registered funds.

➢ Registered advisers must report “significant” cybersecurity incidents to the SEC within 48hrs after the incident has been confirmed.

➢ Registered advisers and funds must disclose cyber risks and incidents to investors and other market participants and also maintain 

certain books and records relating to cybersecurity matters.
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What to Expect When it is Your Turn 

for an Examination - Generally
• Expect to have the SEC dig deep even if you interview smartly and demonstrate through interviews you understand hot 

button topics applicable to the asset class(es) you invest in and manage risk effectively (SEC is undertaking an increasing 

amount of independent verifications under the current administration, particularly in relation to institutional and private fund

managers)

• Expect to receive significantly longer document request lists over the course of the exam. Be prepared to produce potentially

a lot more documents than in prior exams - and in very limited time (typically 10-14 days)

• In both focused and broad-scope exams, expense more intensity from examiners and greater focus on technical issues –

somewhat of a return to the “broken windows” approach we witnessed with exams undertaken at the outset of Dodd Frank

• Expect to have marketing materials, websites and social media footprints reviewed carefully (anticipate this focus to further

increase as managers start to implement compliance with the new marketing rule). Particular emphasis on performance 

marketing (including targeted, projected and back-tested performance numbers) and back-up. Especially so in the case of 

private fund managers, where EXAMS’ recent risk alert focused extensively on the needs for managers to better 

institutionalize and standardize their performance calculation and reporting practices.

• Expect increased focus on cyber/data security matters and expect current focus on employees’ business communications 

via unauthorized channels in the banking sector to ultimately extend to the investment adviser space.  Anticipate scrutiny of

how firms are holistically monitoring for such risk (e.g., via email reviews and use of AI-based holistic surveillance tools.
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What to Expect When it is Your Turn 

for an Examination – Private Markets Managers
• Perhaps more than any other asset class, private markets firms should expect a significant increase in scrutiny across the board

on all of the historic and emerging hot-button areas of relevance to them (e.g., fees and expenses, conflicts, valuations, etc.)

• Private markets managers should carefully assess the potential impact of the flurry of recently proposed rules, including new Form 

PF reporting requirements and enhanced PF reporting for a broader segment of the private equity fund industry, and proposed 

rules aimed at the private funds industry that seek to ban certain practices, require heightened and standardized reporting to 

investors around performance and fees and expenses (fund- and portfolio company-level), and require mandatory annual audits 

(with notable changes from current custody-rule requirements). The investor protection themes underlying these proposals will 

likely have a significant impact on the SEC’s examination and enforcement agendas - irrespective of whether or in what form 

these proposals get adopted.

• Anticipate increased focus on technical compliance matters similar to the type of focus seen in the initial years of Dodd Frank –

e.g., custody rule compliance, personal trading rules compliance, etc.

• As private markets managers increasingly receive MNPI from multiple sources in connection with investment due diligence, 

research and valuation activities, anticipate increased focus on how such managers are monitoring MNPI risks arising from 

interactions with public company senior management teams and expert networks

• Consistent with the focus areas in EXAMS’ recent private fund risk alert, anticipate increased focus on: (i) compliance with side 

letters and fund governing documents (including whether firms are using effective software/other tools to monitor and document 

compliance with such legal documents) and (ii) formalized investment processes addressing initial and ongoing due diligence on 

portfolio company investments.
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What to Expect When it is Your Turn 

for an Examination – Public Markets Managers

• Be aware that you examination risk profile increases if you engage in SPAC deals/transactions and/or have decided 

to invest client funds in Digital Assets and Cryptocurrencies

• Expect to answer in detail about your firm’s information barriers to prevent improper sharing/misuse of MNPI. Stay 

on top of the SEC’s enforcement action and related litigation regarding “shadow trading” and anticipate SEC exam 

staff enquiring into how your firm avoids such potential trading reactions and patterns. Think about how RegTech

can help your firm combat possible shadow trading accusations.

• Be ready to show how your firm complies with Reg BI. Chairman Gensler has warned that the SEC will enforce 

Regulation BI “as it is written.”

• Hedge fund managers should carefully analyze the potential impact of the flurry of recently proposed rules, including 

new Form PF reporting requirements, and proposed rules aimed at the private funds industry that seek to ban certain 

practices, require heightened and standardized reporting to investors around performance and fees and expenses, 

and require mandatory annual audits (with notable changes from current custody-rule requirements).  The investor 

protection themes underlying these proposals will likely have a significant impact on the SEC’s examination and 

enforcement agendas irrespective of whether or in what form these proposals get adopted.
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What to Expect When it is Your Turn 

for an Examination – Public Markets Managers

18

• There will be heightened scrutiny with regards to conflicts surrounding fee billing, including the terms of 

discounts and encouragement to centralize billing processes (and to follow them) to reduce errors

• Because of the priority in 2021 for fixed income managers regarding Libor Transition preparation, there will 

likely be scrutiny as to whether/how this transition was implemented

• The Commission has continuously emphasized their ability to detect potential violations through their use of 

data analytics, so managers can stay ahead of this by demonstrating that they are conducting similar 

analyses themselves. This is an area where an outside vendor can assist, either through RegTech (such as 

through Market Abuse software and AML/KYC/CIP solutions) or outsourcing the function

• Managers should consider the impact of statements made by third parties (PR firms), including any social 

media posts and positive statements issued in the market related to their business. RIAs may be responsible 

for those statements (if they had any direct/indirect involvement) and, under the New Marketing Rule, some of 

those "influencer" statements will be deemed to be marketing
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